
Discussion sessions







Observations (Sessions 1, 2, 3)

● What have we learnt from QUIJOTE and CBASS low frequency data?

● Synchrotron
- Spatial variability of the synchrotron spectral index is larger than expected. The synchrotron spectrum more 

complicated/variable than initially thought. 
- Is polarisation fraction of the synchrotron emission lower than expected? 
- Large EE/BB~4 above 10GHz (as previously shown by WMAP/Planck). EE/BB~3 at 5GHz. Frequency dependency?
- No TB/EB detected
- Hints for synchrotron curvature? 

● Joint e2e analysis of WMAP and Planck LFI. Adding new data: HFI and lower frequencies (CBASS, QUIJOTE)?

● High frequency observations: dust modelling. SPT-3G. ACT. Groundbird. 
● Measuring the optical depth to reionization from balloon borne experiments.
● Mapping the dust complexity. Synergies with stellar polarimetry. 3D maps of galactic interstellar dust.
● TB and EB correlation for dust. 

● What new data should be more useful for Galactic ISM science and for foreground correction? Higher angular resolution? 
More frequencies to better characterise the synchrotron/dust spectrum? What LiteBIRD data can bring in relation with Galactic 
ISM studies? More frequencies than Planck will of course help, but with coarser angular resolution. 



Galactic Science and CMB experiments (Sessions 1,2,3)

● Cosmic birefringence. How to test the subtraction of the Galactic foreground contribution?

● Upper limits of AME polarization. Where should we look at? What environments? Maybe need better 
angular resolution? Shall we still care about the impact of AME on B-modes detection? Would a possible 
AME polarised component be absorbed in the synchrotron curvature term? Diffuse emission?

● AME modelling. Phenomenological (3-parameter log-log parabola, Stevenson et al. 2014) versus physical 
models (spdust).

● AME carriers. Preference for PAHs from Mateo et al. What additional observations are needed? 

● Dust polarization spectral dependence. Impact on birefringence data analysis?



Day 3 Discussion



ISM & Galactic Magnetic Field (Sessions 3-1,2,3)

● The promise of a 3D ISM
○ How can we predict dust and synchrotron properties at CMB frequencies using available 3D data?
○ What are synergies between datasets that need to be explored? What predictions could be 

made/tested?
● The HI-Dust Connection

○ What are prospects for improving HI-based models of dust emission? E.g., tau/NH in different regions 
of the galaxy, HI phase decomposition, HI morphology…?

○ How can insights from magnetic misalignment inform cosmic birefringence analyses? What 
outstanding questions remain about the magnetic misalignment model and what are prospects for 
answering them?

● Understanding Galactic Synchrotron Emission
○ How can MHD simulations inform expectations for changes in the synchrotron frequency spectrum, 

scale dependence, correlation with dust, EE/BB…? How can these insights be incorporated into 
foreground simulations?



Foreground Modeling (Session 4-1)

● Statistical Characterization of Galactic Foregrounds
○ We have been trying to understand foregrounds in terms of EE, BB, etc. inherited from CMB. Is there 

a more natural set of statistics? If so, how do we connect back to B-modes?
○ How can these statistical characterizations help us understand how and why Galactic emission varies 

across the sky, either in amplitude (e.g., correlations with fCNM or tau/NH) or in frequency spectrum 
(e.g., T, beta)?

● From Characterization to Simulated Maps
○ What are the steps needed to implement realistic, physically plausible maps of polarized dust and 

synchrotron emission on small scales using this statistical understanding?



Day 4 Discussion



Foreground Modeling (Session 4-2) and Component 
separation (5-1, 5-2, 5-3)

● PanEx & New Information: plan to process new information in sky models? Which new features with respect 
to PySM3? Series of JCs post-conference? Sub-teams for specific tasks? PanEx Meeting in some time to 
discuss the modeling progresses? 

● Large Scale Synchrotron Spectral Index: Combination of Patterns from CBASS, QUIJOTE & SPASS? 
● FG EB, TB Cross-Correlation, direction dependence? 
● Frequency dependency of the EE/BB ratio, what is the path ahead? 
● PySM versus PSM. PSM is more complete because it includes more components. In this sense both could 

be regarded as complementary.
● Can current foreground models be considered obsolete (see Mathieu’s talk)? Are extended models 

(accounting for foreground spectral distortions) needed now, or will they be needed soon, given the data 
landscadpe?

● Are accurate astrophysical models of foregrounds really needed for robust CMB recovery, or should we 
prefer effective modelling of foregrounds with e.g. moments?

● How to get evidence of possible foreground mismodeling and spurious detection of r? Do we have reliable 
strategies to validate or invalidate a detection of r?


